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Notes on New Testament Passages. 

PROF. II. W. BACON. 

NRW HAVBN, CONN, 

I. ON THE AORIST (V&l"~ IN MARK 1. II AND 
PARALLELS. 

T HIS aorist Burton classifies as " an Inceptive Aorist referring 
to some indefinite, imagined point of past time at which God 

is represented as becoming well pleased with Jesus. But since this 
point is not thought of as definitely fixed, English idiom requires a 
Perfect tense. It may be described, therefore, as an Inceptive 
Aorist equivalent to an English Perfect, and may be rendered, I 
have become well pleased. This, however, can only be a vivid way 
of saying I am wd/ pleased. If, then, this view is correct, the 
rendering of the English versions is a free but substantially correct 
paraphrase. A true Perfect would affirm the present state of pleas
ure, and imply the past becoming pleased. The aorist affirms the 
becoming pleased and leaves the present pleasure to be suggested." 1 

No one doubts that Professor Burton thoroughly understands the 
aorist tense, and accurately defines the elusive limit where it ceases 
to be an Aorist and becomes a Present or a Perfect. But under
standing of the tense, even by an eminent grammarian, is apt to be 
more or less affected by his understanding of the sense, and in 
the present instance, sense and tense stand in relations of reciprocal 
determination. 

If the sense be simply ' a vivid I am we// pleased,' and the English 
versions really give "a substantially correct paraphrase," this use of 
the Aorist will doubtless not be unexampled in the New Testament; 
the repeated ~Koa!uan of the Sermon on the Mount would perhaps be 
a parallel. Though, I confess, " the act of becoming well pleased" 
strikes me as rather a difficult kind of " act " to conceive of as 
distinct from simple choosing. When we attempt to thus distinguish 
it we approach dangerously near a denial of the canon of Winer : 
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"There is no passage in the New Testament where the Aorist can be 
shown with certainty to stand for the Perfect." 2 Yet I judge it to 
be one of the merits of Professor Burton's rightly admired book to 
have shown that the New Testament writers do not confuse, but still 
clearly and accurately maintain the distinctions of the Greek tenses. 

Admittedly, then, if the sense will permit, we should hold to the 
primary significance of the Aorist, and not shade off toward that of 
Present or Perfect where no occasion exists. My contention is that, 
in the present instance, no such occasion does exist; but that if we 
take lexicon and concordance as our authorities for the sense, instead 
of the English versions, we shall get quite a different idea of it; one 
which, instead of leading to a tense-construction unusual if not actu
ally strained, makes the distinction between a true Perfect and a true 
Aorist which Professor Burton so happily expresses, exactly fit the case. 

Wherever used of God throughout the New Testament the verb 
t:VOOKt:iv seems to denote his sovereign, inscrutable decree, his divine 
placuit, sic volo, sic .fub~o. That which is otherwise unaccountable 
is declared to be "the good pleasure of God." The substantive 
e:ll&Kia is the equivalent of the Hebrew J1r'J in the Old Testament 
generally. Specifically in the passage on which that of Mt. 3" is 
based (Is. 421 ... , ~tt'£)) ;o,M¥.,), this stem is used. Cf. Gal. I 16• ElJ&
Kt:iv is used in Lk. 1 232 of the sovereign, unconstrained grace of God 
in giving the kingdom to the little flock who have no merit to deserve 
it. "It pleased the Father to give you the kingdom," e:vooK71ue:v o 
7raT'l]p vp.iv Soi=vaL T~V f3am.>..t:iav. In I Cor. I~1 it is used of the 
inscmtably wise decree of God, which is incomprehensible to human 
wisdom. In Gal. 1 16 it denotes Paul's humanly unpreconceivable 
call to preach the gospel. Colossians I 19 seems to me to contain a 
reference to the very event under consideration, iv airr!f t:flSOK.,ut:v 
1rav To r>..~pwp.a KaTOLKijuat, and obviously refers to an act, not a 
condition. The other passages in which t:VOOKt:iv occurs in the New 
Testament either have men for the subject (though even in these 
cases generally with the sense of a free act of the sovereign will ; so 
Rom. 15mr., the unconstrained 'gift of the churches in Macedonia and 
Achaia; 2 Cor. s' 1210, I Thess. 2 8 31, 2 Thess. 2 12

, unconstrained 
choice), or are quotations, and so not directly available. Under this 
head, however, we ought perhaps to note as a possible exception in 
I Cor. I06, ooK lv Tois r>..doow airrwv dlSoKqut:v o 8e:o<;. 

The substantive, when used with reference to God in the N~w 
Testament, denotes always the sovereign fiat of God, the gracious 

2 § 400. 
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divine decree, the act of choice, not the condition of satisfaction. So 
Mt. I I 111 and parallels : o~T~ ly(v(TO (~"Ia lp.rpou8iv uov ; Eph. 1 ~ 9, 

~ea.TO. .,..q, (~~elav Toii 8U..~p.aTO<t a.ln-oii, and ~ea.TO. ,.,, (~"Ia" a.ilroii; 
Phil. 2 13, b 0(~ lv(py;;,v ... inr€p riji (~~~[a~. There is but one pos
sible exception, and that is the doubtful clause lv d.v8pcfnrcxi (~~~:las 

(or (VOo~e{a.) of Lk. 2 14, where I take the sense to be ' the men of 
God's gracious choict.' 

This use of the verb and substantive in all the New Testament 
seems to me to establish at least a probability in favor of giving to 
fVDO~ef~Ua. in Mk. 1 11 and parallels the sense, not of a condition of 
satisfaction, but a free act of favor, an unconstrained choict. If so, 
it is perhaps possible with Burton to call it an " inceptive aorist, 
equivalent to an English perfect," or, better, with Plummer on the 
passage in Luke, to call it a " timeless aorist.'' But to say that is 
scarcely more than to say, It is a regular aorist, it refers to a definite 
event at an undetermined moment of past time. Certainly it should 
be translated by an English perfect. But the rendering of the Eng
lish versions, "I am well pleased," can hardly be regarded as ade
quate to this sense. To say I have chosen is much more than "a 
vivid way of saying I am well pkaud." Nor can we be satisfied 
to say with Professor Gould 3 : "The aor. (MO~e'1ua., I came to talu 
pleasure, denotes the historical process by which God came to take 
pleasure in Jesus during his earthly life, not the eternal delight of the 
Father in the Son. . . . It accords with Luke's statement, that Jesus 
grew in favor with God and man (Lk. 252)." 

The natural ~ense, commended by grammar, lexicon, and internal 
evidence alike, is simply 'my choice hath fallen upon thee.' How 
long ago is not the point; it may be just now, it may be in ye:m; 
past,- the Aorist means it is an act consummated, it fell. The 
sense is : It has been my gracious sovereign pleasure to choose thee 
for my Son, the Beloved. 

The whole utterance is a condensed paraphrase of the passage 
which would seem more than any other in Scripture to have ex
pressed to Jesus' mind the loftiest and purest conception of the 
Messiah's office, and which we may therefore naturally consider to 
have framed to him the language of the Baptisinal Vision. The 
conception is as wide as the poles from John the Baptist's notion of 
the Messiah, to whom Weiss and Beyschlag would strangely attribute 
this vision ; but it is just what we might expect of Jesus. The few 
words bring up the whole figure of that Beloved Servant, or child of 
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Jehovah, who is meek and gentle and conquers by speaking the truth 
in love. The affinity in the language of our texts of the LXX is not 
so apparent, but notice that which, as quoted in Mt. 12, doubtless 
comes nearest to the form in which the passage was familiar to Jesus 
himself: 

'lclot) o rair IPJII ch yjptT<CTG 
0 a')'ar17T6S /P)IJ 0~ d66K'7C10 1! lfll]t-/j /P)Il' 

[ cf. o vl6r IPJ" o a')'ar17T6r • I• cro• ~u66K'Icra] 
8-l,crw Tll rnii!'4 p.ov #r' a6T6 .. , 

ICQI Kpla,, TOCf t8ncr•v ara')'')'fMi'. 
01'1~~: lplcre• oucl~ Kpall')'dcrt<, 

ou6~ a1Co6crn T<f ~~ TQ'f rXATfiA<f Ti)lf cl>w~lf QUTOii. 

~~:dXGIPJif CTillfTnp<l'l'llfOJ' ofl ICGTfd~et, 

ICGI >.t..o" TV4>61'fvo~ ofl cr{Jin•, 
lws ch i~~:{JdX11 els "'"or Ti)lf KplcrtJ'. 

""I Tt; 6..6,.aT< e~llToii te.., #Xrtoiicr•v. 

But I do not rest my rendering of E(,&)K7JCTa. by' I kavt ckosm, 
instead of I kavt comt to lakt pkasurt or am wdl pkaud, on the 
testimony of grammar, lexicon, and concordance only ; nor even on 
these plus the strong internal probability, based on the overwhelming 
effect of the words on the mind of the recipient, that they conveyed 
some startling announcement. It seems to me that we have some
thing to learn also from the six practically parallel passages of the 
New Testament; for as such we may surely reckon, besides the 
synoptic parallels in Mt. 317 and Lk. 322, the three accounts of the 1'1:: 
"'P at the Transfiguration (Mt. 175 Mk. 97 Lk. 933

) and the refer
ence to the same in 2 Pet. 1 17• The utterance is abbreviated indeed 
in the Transfiguration story, but 2 Pet. 117 is evidence that the mean
ing was taken to be the same, and we may fairly consider them par
allels. Now among these seven there are two variants. 2 Pet. 1 11 

has instead of lv cro{, E l o; 8 v ~IC7J<Ta.. Certainly the accusative with 
do; is not less favorable than lv with the dative to the sense ' on thee 
my choice hath fallen.' Again, Lk. 933 has in all critical texts not 
o d')'!l'"770s, but c\ lK>..U..Eyp.lvo<., ' my chosen,' which, if the author was 
really trying to give the same sense as in the previous case, is cer
tainly significant of what that intended sense must have been, and 
points to Is. 421-4 as the true underlying passage. 

II. ON GAL. iii. 16. 

Meyer, Lightfoot, and modem commentators generally seem to 
me to violate a primary canon of exegesis in their interpretation of 
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